




Title:           Game Intellect Improvement for U13 and U14 Ice Hockey Players 
 
Objectives:  This work is focused on improving game intellect. It explains basic 
theoretic principles of game thinking proces and describing manners for 
improvement game intellect. 
 
Methods:  In my thesis I used an analythic method. First, I will analyse the 
psychical phenomena. I described them and explained them in separated 
chapters. Then I will introduce possibilities and resources, with which 
we could improve game intellect. I will describe these resources and 
graphically explain them in game exercises. 
 
Results:       After peruse of literature resources, I made a conclusion, that for 
improvement of game intellect, we need frequent repetition. The games 
should take the main part of the training session. Players will be better 
at game decisions. They will have more courage in risky game 
situations and then make creative solution. 
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